
PROANGLE PLUS  
PROPHY ANGLES
PAC-DENT

ProAngle Plus employs a patented 
design and reinforced beveled 
gears to ensure only one angle is 
required for each prophy procedure. The 
ProAngle PLUS includes a smaller angle head and 
shell, quieter and smoother operation with no cup 
dropping. 

Soft, Green
9069646 144/Box [249-144] 
9069644 500/Box [249-500]  

Firm, Purple
9069647 144/Box [250-144] 
9069645 500/Box [250-500]  

PIVOT DISPOSABLE PROPHY 
ANGLES
PREVENTECH 

Pivot disposable 
prophy angles fit all 
slow speed or doriot 
(straight nose cone) 
style handpieces. The elasticity and shorter profile
cup reaches deeper into hard-to-reach areas, 
allowing for a more complete cleaning and 
polishing of teeth. 

Soft, Light Green
9550600 144/Box [1100015]  
9550620 1200/Box [1100017]  

Firm, White
9550605 144/Box [1100025]  
9550623 1200/Box [1100027]  
 
Tapered Brush
9550610 144/Box [1100035]  
 
Non-Latex, Soft
9550602  144/Box [1100045]  
9550612  1200/Box [1100047]  
  
Non-Latex, Firm
9550650 144/Box [1100055]  
9550614 1200/Box [1100057]
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SPARKLE EZ CONTRA 
ANGLES
CROSSTEX

The Sparkle EZ Contra Angles 
provide all the benefits of the 
Sparkle Prophy Angles, but also
includes an advanced 
ergonomic design that reduces 
hand fatigue and micro-traumas 

PROANGLE DISPOSABLE 
PROPHY ANGLES
PAC-DENT

ProAngle utilizes the same beveled gear 
design as ProAngle Plus. The patented 2nd
generation gear design runs smoothly 
without over-heating. The cups are 100% 
latex-free. The ergonomic grips reduce 
potential hand fatigue.

Soft Green.
9069648 144/Box [247-144]  

PROANGLE ERGO PROPHY 
ANGLES
PAC-DENT

The ProAngle Ergo’s shell is
ergonomically designed for 
ease of use. Its obtusely 
tilted head allows hand and
wrist to operate with less effort as compared with
traditional disposable prophy angles. The patented
inner gearing structure of ProAngle Ergo ensures 
that it will not produce loud noise or chatter 
during operations. ProAngle Torque Cups 
effectively reduce splattering with its turbine-like 
internal blade geometry, and features outer cross-
spiral ridges for improved interproximal cleaning. 

Super-Soft, Blue
9069672 144/Box [168S-144]  
9069682 500/Box [168S-500]  

Soft, Teal
9069670 144/Box [168-144] 
9069680 500/Box [168-500]  
 
Soft, Torque, Purple
9069676 144/Box [198T-144]  
9069686 500/Box [198T-500]  

Firm, Purple
9069674 144/Box [188-144  
9069684 500/Box [188-500]

PIVOT NL CONTRA 
DISPOSABLE PROPHY 
ANGLES
PREVENTECH

Pivot Non-Latex Contra Disposable Prophy 
Angles offer greater reach, access, 
visibility and comfort. It is reliable, smooth, 
surprisingly quiet and runs-like-metal performance 
while reducing wrist fatigue. 

Soft Cup
9550615 144/Box [1122243]  
9550625 1200/Box [1122247]  
  
Firm Cup
9550617 144/Box [1122253]  
9550627 1200/Box [1122257]

while allowing greater access. 

100/Box
3410268 Soft Purple [TPASEZ]           
3410269 Firm White [TPAFEZ] 

TWIST  PROPHY ANGLES 
CROSSTEX

The Twist is a disposable 90° 
reciprocating prophy angle with a
unique, patented oscillating motion 
that eliminates splatter of prophy paste,
blood, saliva and other potential 
infectious matter. The ergonomic design 
eliminates the “lift and dab” technique. 

100/Pkg.
9412200 Soft [TPASC]
941220 Firm  [TPAFC]
9412212 Tapered Brush [TPATB]

SPARKLE PROPHY ANGLES
CROSSTEX

Sparkle Prophy Angles have a  
patented second-generation gear  
design that runs vibration-free and  
noise-free. The beveled gear ensures  
smoother running angles that won’t  
lock up or overheat. The improved soft  
cup design in the dark color allows for greater 
visibility while the flared design improves 
subgingival access and reduces splatter to 
minimize cross-contamination.

Soft, Purple
3410267 100/Box [TPASSC1] 
3410265 500/Box [TPASSC5]  
   
Firm, White
3410263 100/Box [TPASFC1]  
3410266 500/Box [TPASFC5]  
 
Tapered Brush
3410264 100/Box [TPATBC1]  

TWIST PLUS PROPHY  
ANGLES
CROSSTEX

Twist Plus is a unique disposable prophy  
angle that moves in a 120° reciprocating  
(back-and-forth) motion instead of a  
traditional spinning motion. This patented 
mechanism greatly reduces frictional heat while 
reducing the spatter of prophy paste, saliva, blood
and other infectious matter. The innovative 
ergonomic design optimizes comfort as well as 
visibility during procedures.  

100/Box
3410024 Firm Cup  [TPLUSPAFC]  
3410022 Soft Cup [TPLUSPASC]  
3410026 Tapered Brush [TPLUSPATB]
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